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Install Copy, an alternative to Ubuntu One [2]

Unlike Google Drive and may other Windows and Mac friendly tools, Copy treats Linux well.
Copy provides a native Linux UI to sync folders to its cloud storage.

Docker 1.0 Provides Enterprise Support for Container Virtualization [3]

New libswarm API Simplifies Docker Apps in the Cloud Clusters [4]

Synergy could be the coolest Open Source App I have used in a long time [5]

Synergy project was started way back in 2001. It is used in situations where several PCs are
used together, with a monitor connected to each, but are to be controlled by one user. The user
needs only one keyboard and mouse on the desk. Just a few weeks ago, Synergy version 1.5
(stable) was released. Though Synergy was Windows only earlier, it is now cross-platform and
works seamlessly on Mac OSX and Linux as well.

Best Weather Applications for Linux [6]

It is hard to keep up with the weather at times. If you are living in a place where the weather is

unpredictable, knowing if it is going to rain or not makes a huge difference to you. That's why
you need to keep yourself updated about the weather from time to time.
If you are using Ubuntu or other Linux distro, this isn't hard to do. Linux offers a plethora of
options for users to keep an eye on the weather. Here is a selection of some of the best weather
applications for your Linux desktop.

unison: An alternative to rsync [7]

uniq: The unique solution [8]

uncsv: So much easier than search-and-replace [9]

tudu: The hnb-killer [10]

Bonus: T is for terminated [11]

uname: Just a simple little tool [12]

Atom Text Editor Available For Linux 32bit [Ubuntu PPA] [13]

trash-cli: Would you like a safety net with that? [14]

t, ttytter, twidge and more: Text-only Twittermania [15]

trek: The game that influenced a million others [16]

I won?t spend too much time talking about trek. The game has been around since the practical
dawn of the technology age, and if you haven?t played it yet, you?d do better to try it than
listen to me yap about it.

trickle: Bandwidth shaping ? I think [17]
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